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"...The new grid is a
nightmare...I've had
to quit' one ofmy
. b ")0 s.~.·
ByAntoinette Coulton
The new class schedulinggrid has
created chaos and resentment among
students and faculty , however, ac-
cording to school officials, the jury is
qut until the results ofa sw;veyat the
New Grid Fuels Contention
Students And Faculty Vent Frustrations
'.
says Michelle Grayson a graduating The results, according to the school's ,
senior. "Ive been forced to attend administration,indicatedthatachange
sc&oolon Fridays and rve had to quit in the schedulinggrid would'benefit a
one ofmy jobs to do so, or I wouldn't large portion ofthe school, therefore,
havebeenabletogtaduatethissemes- the new schedule was put into effect
ter.". for the Spring '96 semester.
Acoording to the BaruchadmiJri.s- "I took the surveya year or soago,
tration, Grayson's voice is just one of "said another graduating senior. '1
thefew dissensionsina seaofaftirma- didn't have ~y objection to going to
tivevotesforaschedulingcbangethat school on a Friday, because I was in a Ed':4-o--! - J. 8-'1 ,-~. ••••••••••••••••
has,affectedthemajotityoftheBaruch Friday class when the survey was
community. handed out."
Traditionally, classeswere he1don Many students have complained - Lettersl Op-eds: ......9
Monday-Wednesday and Tuesday- that·theY did-not see tQe survey and,
, end of1996. Thursday,withone-day-aweekclasses. for those that did, they were already
The newgrid, w1Y.ch placesall one being hel4 on a Friday or Saturday. taking Fridaydasses by choice. But BUBinetlB: ~.13
day a weekclassesonWednesJayand AccordingtoBaruchcollegePresident anideathatwasconceiveda yearago,
changes classes to a Monday-1burs- MatthewGoldstein,inatownmeeting isnowarealityandnegativeopinions
day or Tuesday-Friday schedule, has last fail, the scheduling grid was im- are in abundanre. ArtS: :>•••.23
by many accounts ,effectively 'forced posedafteranextensivesurveyamong -:Ibere is no advantage for the
students to curtail theirhours ofwork freshmen and sophomores English Depa.rttnent," says Professor .
andoreducation. SomeFridaycJasses The survey covered topicssuch as John Todd, Chair of the English D&- SportS: .26
havealreadybeencanceledduetDIack whetherornotstudentswould'bewill- partment. 'We [the department] took
ofinterest. ing to attend classes on a Friday and the lead in Nest Issue: Moreh 6111.
: .. '"The ,Mw.~tI i$ a .....~~h~ " . - how ,ofterrtbey.attendschoolw~Y" ' , I " • ,. r ". } .' • f 4 • Ad Deadli7Ie: Fe6runrrv 28111.irA&. ~W&KU.~ conti~on page five ' ..... - •.•. - - - . - .. - : :-:-:"' • -
TheBudge-r-----'""'"'--- -e--_~----.
By Deirdre~ Hussey
In the wake ofGovemorGeorge E.
Patakfs proposal to cut $5OmiIlion
from the Tuition Assistance Program
and $57 million from the City
University's operatingbudget, Baruch
held an open forum last Thursday to
inforin and motivate students to fight By Eric Thorsen
the cuts. As most students sit passively
"l.etmemakeitclear, theyare out taking no action against the
to get you," said New York State APr governor's proposed .budget cuts,
sembly Member and Higher Educa- Day Session Student Government
tion Committee Chair Edward C.' is pressing forward and waging a
Sullivan, regardingthe adversaries of battle of their own.
publiceducationinAlbany. "Theydon't DSSG members are fighting
want you to go to college." back with a number of revamped
Sullivan and Senator Catherine State Assembly MemJJer Ed~ard.C~Sullivan,Dr. Richard Boris of methods, as well as new innova-
.M. Abate, ofthe 27th Senatorial Dis- PSC and State Senetor Catherine Abate at budget forum. tive ideas. They are structuring
trict, addressed roughly 50 concemed voting numbers. We can not effec- ,~nior citizens have major politi- themselves around the theme of
studentswho chose to attend the open tivelylobbyinAlbanyifwedonothave calcloutbecauSetheyunderstandtheir "organization" and attempting to
forum during club hours. They urged our troops at the ballot box." survival is tied the budget and to unite a laissez-faire Baruch com-
students to mobilize and use their Students were also implored to legis1ation," saidAbate. 'Theyunder- munity. Leading this charge is
collective political power to influence ~inaletterwritingcampaignof stand that collectively they have the none other than PresidentAndrew
theCurient anti-higher education AssemblyMembers,andvolunteerfor mostpowerandyou, asstudents,have Heller, who foresaw these budget-
mood inAlbany. upcoming lobbying events. that same advantage." . ary restraints long ago.
~, "Every young person in this soci- "Wearehopingtogetthreeorfour' According to James Murphy; Di- "As a council member last year,
etyshouldbeabletoreachtheir~ten- students from the same district 1:& rectorofFinancialAid,approximately I ~ew these budget cuts were not
tialandbeallowedthe~foro g,etberto1cilbytheir~~- 5,600Baruch$Jdentswjllrereive$11gomgto end and that there was
bjgber~~_~~~~ .;~ It ~:'1)ean,~.~ ,illiolluiTAPtbis .The .~>06ed, ' .g~ingto'~~~~ve in '9p-'96: ex-
.~.~_~tw~~DeXt_:o--.D£n,i~M:'aw.(,·~~.aji.~'~./~r4.+,:;. ',' ptql, ·Pla'ued.Heller~<~team'badto
. ~lI!'tJ!m!r~ !!.~'C"'_!!I'C--~~.~~lf..........§r "._-. ...<:./...... ,;::"" ..
needtoseDd~uBes88ge.tc>~that- ~ ':cum:,~. Je81WOO able inniBke. ~-~;.=:d --'-. _,:' ~~':.: =~~':--:- "_ . - '.- . ,_.0. -a-,Jo ..
~rego. ' " " ~ .~ an .8 mil~ task-furce-iiiadeup-'oTten-nBsG
Pataki bas proposed a $250 tu- This week, street maps indicating lion doJ]~r operajipg budget ~-' - me ,r8~.c~ " v.
ition increase, while decreasing TAP districtBand localrepresentative'sad- tion, on the heels of"wfyears '$7.2 egiestofightthe'budgetcuts. "The
awards per student and cutting the dresseswillbelocatedonthe15thtloor million dollar cut.,This wiD force the taskfdl'ce is the central nervous
operatingbudgetwhicheffectsthehir- of 360 PAS, enabling students to ac- university to reduce faculty, mainte- system OfDSSG,"said Heller. The
ingoffacu1ty. cess the information. They hope to nance and $eCUrity by 93 positions. team will.meet on a regular basis
"One ofour main goals is to mobi- simplify the lobbying effort. The result, again tmSyear, will be the 'and is Set to' meet today.
,]izestudentstovote,"saidDr.Richard "Students must respond to layoff of faClllty, larger class sizes, But, the DSSG President is
Boris of the Professional Staff Con- , Albany's political power with political fewer sections and reduced services. also quick to point out, a greater
gress the faculty and staff union of power. As students, thatiseasierthan The governorhasproposed a num- effort is needed in order to be effec-
CUNY. "Only 11% of~ CUNY you think, because there are over a her of wayB to reduce TAP rewards. tive. "The' effort can't come just
students register to vote. 0urpolitical mjnion students in New York State," One is cutting the amount, from within DSSG," said Heller.
vulnerability . direct result of said Sullivan. "So we'retrying to organize all the
IS a our OQ.I. continued on page three______________________________________---f studentsof Baruch College."
To bring the students together,
club council meetings will be held
on Tuesday ofevery month. These
, sessions,' presided over by DSSG
Executive Vice President,Kum~rie
Bhoop, will inform student organi-
zation leadersof.the latest impli-
cations of the budget cuts. .
In.another measure, DSSG be-
gan a voter registration drive two
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223 students will lose 4m
TAP Award
5,445 Baruch students .




TAP funds for Baruc
students:
-TAP Awards no long




$3.9 billiondeficit, $2.2 billion ofthe
deficit is due to the tax cut enacted
last year. Forty percent of that tax
cut benefited 2% of the population,
those who made over $100,000 a
year. Currently, members of the
State Legislator are working to de-
lay the tax cut.
"That's one way we can find
money for education and other com-
munity programs," said Abate. "Pri-
orities- It's all matter of priorities."
Sullivan emphasized, "You,
can transform the politicians of
this state so they will say 'Don't
mess with the college students,
there are a lot of them and they
vote and they're active' That will
be the day you see a turn around
in the policies of Pataki and the
legislature toward public edu-
cation in this state."
A number of events a-sched-
uled within the next month, in-
cluding a trip to Albany on Feb-
ruary 26 to lobby legislators and
a rally to be held March 21 in
N ew York City. For more infor-
mation about upcoming events,
~ voter registration or lobbying
~. information, students can con-
~ tact the Office of Student Life
~ or Day Session Student Govern-
ment, both located on the, 15th
New York State Assembly Member floor of 360, PAS. The budget
and Higher Edueation Edward c. crisis requires immediate atten-
Sullivan urging BtudentB to tion because on April 1st the
actively lobby their legiBk#OTB. State Legislator votes on bud-
get approval.
"In order for students to get
what they deserve, they have to
be political," said Sullivan. "If
you go to Albany with a tin cup
in your hand, they ~re going to
ignore you - just as you ignore
people with tin cups in:their
hands on Lexington Avenue.
Students have to respond to .
power with power. "I'h i s is
hardball big money polit.ics. ". -
-------------
Stand up and ,get inuolued





Albany ifwe do not
have our troope at
the ballot box... "
BUDGETFORUM
continued from front page
of TAP by half of a student's
Pell to Federal Gross Income,
which is 25% higher than Net
Tax Income. This will place
many students in a higher tax
bracket and will force over 5,000
Baruch students to lose a por-
tion oftheir reward and 223 stu-
dents to lose their entire TAP
award.
Third, if tuition rises, TAP
awards will not be adjusted for
,the increase, forcing students
to pay for the increase out of
their own pocket.
"There's money," said
Sulliv.a-n. "The fact that Albany
is saying there's no money is
irrelevant- the money is there
but you as students have got to
give us the political will to get
the money." he said.
"It's a question of priorities,"
agreed Abate. According to
'Abate, New York State passed a
personal income tax was last
year. New York State is facing a
.~
,
MAKE SURE-,YOUR VOICE IS HEARD.
,]\jfqle:th~~3~:~6feligible Americans are not
registereo: '- ¥i ~ -
• In -1992, President Clinton received 43% of the
votes cast, but he was elected by only 23% of all
the Americans who could have voted.
• Only 55.2°k of those eligible-and only 40% of the
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In order to be eligible to register:
• You must be a US citizen.
- You must be at least 18 years of age.
• You must have been a resident of NYC for
30 days as of November 5, 1996.
HOW 00 I REGISTER?
It's easy. It's simple.
Get a form, fill it out, turn it in to the Student
Life Office, 360 Park Avenue South, Room 1512
or mail it directly to the NYC Board of Elections.
Forms wi.ll also be available at tables in
various campus locations beginning the week
of February 13, 1996. -
AMERICA'S FUTURE IS AT STAKE.
Every single vote can make a difference.
LOCAL ELECTIONS ARE CRITICAL, TOO.
Your vote will be felt close to home.
, Many elections have been decided by a very.close
'vote.
• In 1960, John F. Kennedy won the presidency by
an average of only one vote per district.
• In 1993, Rudolph Giuliani won the' NYC mayoral
race by a margin of 2%.
Real issues are decided by your vote, 'important
issues that directly affect you, your family, your
school, your neiqhborhood and your community.
The people you eJect will determine issues
ranging from transit fares, health and .social
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fessor Terry Berkowitz. "I will be the Provost is conducting research
surprised if [the .administration] that is expected to last for two
look at the scheduling grid with an semesters. For the time being, the
objective eye after this trial period English department intends to wait
is over. I doubt they wifl obtain for those results. In the meantime
input from faculty and students to students like Tracy Young, a se-
see if the grid should stayor go." nior, are immersed in a financial
Upon strict instructions from bind.
Thomas McCarthy, the head regis- With the tuition increase, Young
trar, that all comments on the grid had to work three jobs to go to school
come directly from him, an em-. full-time and still struggled to make
ployee of that office chose to re- .ends meet. This new gridgives her
main anonymous. The employee less time to work and she is not
agreed with Berkowitz and did not eligible for financial aid. [As a note
think the new grid was advanta- financial aid is being cut by four
geous to staffor students. He said million .dollars for the upcoming
thattheyreceived manycomplaints schoolyeat.] "Notonly am I robbing
from students to that effect. De- Peter to pay-Paul, but1 don't under-
spite repeated phone call's to stand how students such as myself
McCarthyoverseveraldays'hewas are expected to get an education
unavailable for comment for this when the administration is combin-
article before the publication's ingbudgetcuts with fewer classes in
deadline. inconvenienttime slots,~saidYoung.
According to Professor Todd,
could also mean that your profes-
sor is only available one day a
week."
This was one complaint
Grayson had with a Financial
Futures class that only meets once
a week. "The class is so crowded. I
don't think the teachers really
care," she said. "Last semester
they acted as if they [cared], but
now that the schedule is in effect
the students are the ones that are
.really being affected."
Most of the classes taught in
what many deem the undesirable
time slots are taught by adjunct
professors. One professor in the
newly formed School of Fine and
Performing arts claims that it is
unfairtohave them conductclasses
at those hours. "It is very hard to
capture the attention of students
in an art history class that, meets
at 7:30 in th.e morning," said Pro-
..:. . ~..~~.. :..
LlB,..EIIIVIIfIIB . ..
Day Session Student GOvernment:dSsg@listserver~scsu.sitea'J)8rueh.cuny.edu
. ,
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continued from page one
opposing the grid, when it was
first proposed last fall."
Students in English as a See-
rond Language (ESL) programs,
have always been offered classes
on Tuesdays and Fridays, but this
new grid has adversely affected
English electives. Journalism and
Literature classes are being forced
to competeinfewer time slots. And
onejournalismclass, Business and
Public Policies, scheduledfor Tues-
day and Fridays was canceled due
to a lack ofinterest from students.
One student points out both
sides of the issue. "I can under-
stand if someone is working and
can't come in on a Friday, but those
who don't work and still complain
.that they can't come in are just
lazy," he said. "O~ the other hand,
one day a week classes can be very
intense, and it could be a pain sit-




faculty rank by the
City University of
New York's Board of
Trustees... "
in the Newman Library to offer their
support to ProfessorBerensonand his
wife. Professor Myrna Chase of the
History Department initialized a call
to actionandwas soonjoinedby others
who saw the need for organized mobi-
lization to take place in order to help
the Berenson's help their daughter.
Approximately50professorshadcalled
ahead to say that they were unable to
attend the meeting due to club hours,
but, likeallwhoattended, werewilling
to do whatever was needed of them.
The college faculty members are now
puttingtogethera support.committee,
there is an e-mail list available for
those who would like to add -their
namesandgetinvolvedwiththecause,
the address is BLHBB. Students and
professors should be expecting to re-
ceive form letters in class that can be
mailed to our govemmentalleaders, a
small act ofkindness that could help
ProfessorBerensoriseethathisdaugh-
ter gets the legal process that she
deserves.
* The IIUljortiy ojthe information comained
in this article was obtainedfrom afact sheet
distributedaUlae February 15, Baruch
FQ£ulJy Meeting.
According to a press release'
from the CUNY Office of Rela-
tions, Dr. Reynolds has pub-
lished four books, and has
earned a reputation for out-
standing scholarship in previ-
ously neglected areas of litera-
ture; Dr. Rosner is considered
one of the most distinguished
~istoriansof medicine and pub-
Iic health in the United States
and has published influential
works on the political, social and
policy is~ues in medical history;
Dr. Brenkman is a nationally
recognized expert in literary
theory and cultural studies and
has made significant contribu-
t~ons to the political interpreta-
tion of modern intellectual and
literary culture.
SLAS. "And it is a testament
the outstanding quality of the
faculty of the School of Liberal
Arts and Sciences at Baruch
College."
munity College, realizes that part
ofthe problem with her daughter's
presentation was the use of "typi-
cal" M.R.T.A phrases about "revo-
lution-not-terrorism".
"It's funny that she stuck
that in," Mrs. Berenson said "If she
hadn'tsaidthatonesentence,iftheTV
camerahadbrokendownatthatpoint,
it would all be different."
As ofFebrwuy 10, Professors
Mark and Rhoda Berenson are await-
ing. the results of a final, five judge
review. Theyrereiveinfonnationahout
their daughter through the U.S. Em-
bassy and via journalists, who ironi-
cally have greater access to case and
"evidence" material than Ms.
Berenson's own lawyer does. It is not
clear what, if anything, can be done
with the counter-evidence that is be-
ingcompiledifthecaseisnotmoved to
a civilian court, but Congressional
Representatives Joseph Kennedy of
Massachusetts and Carolyn Maloney
of New York, are working to achieve
such a move.
On Thursday, February 15,
members of the Baruch College fac-






Three Professors of Baruch's
School of Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences were named Distin-
guished Professors, the highest
faculty rank by the City Univer-
sity of New Yorkts Board of
Trustees.
Dr. David S. Reynolds and
Dr. John Brenkman of the En-
glish Department, and Dr.
David S. Rosner of History were
recognized for scholarship and
dedication to their fields.
"We couldn't be more de-
lighted that the University
Board of Trustees endorsed our
recommendations for these
three fine scholars in the School
of Liberal Arts and Sciences
(SLAS)," said Baruch College
President Matthew Goldstein.
"To have three Distinguished
Professors named in one year is
remarkable...
Distinguished Professor
nominations are submitted by
departments, and follow a hier-
archy of approval starting from
individual Baruch schools, the
college governance, non-CUNY
experts in the field, with final
approval from the Board of
Trustees.
. "This great honor recog-
n rz es the many accomplish-
ments of these three extremely
talented faculty members, " said
Alexandra W. Logue, Dean of
press, or, in other words, paraded
in front of the media before they
are sent to prison.
"I am to be condemned",
Ms. Berenson said on January 8,
"for .my concern about the condi-
ti~ns of hunger and misery that
nesses and no cross-examination
allowed, leaving Ms. Berenson's
lawyers quite helpless and herpar-
ents in complete disbelief. "With
probability one, I am certain my
daughter is innocentofthe charges
of treason," insists Professor
Berenson, "The charges and the
conviction, and the absurd life sen-
tence that goes along with it. That
I am certain of."
On-January B, theprosecu-
tor, who is a member of the mili-
tary, (which is in violation of the
Peruvian law), recommended a 30-
year sentence for treason against
Peru. It is a Peruvian ritual for the
accused leaders of "terrorist
groups" to be "presented" to the
"...If it is a crime to
worry about the
subhuman conditions
in which the majority
of this population
lives then I will
accept my
punishment... "
can deny that in Peru there is much
injustice. There is institutional-
ized violence that has killed the
best sons of the peoples and has
condemned children to die ofhun-
ger. Ifit is a crime to worry about
the subhuman conditions in which
the majority ofthis population lives,
then I will a-ccept my punishment.
But this is not a love of violence.
This is not to be a criminal terror-
ist, because in the M.R.T.A there
are no criminal terrorists. It is a
revolutionary movement. I love
this people. I love this people, and
although this love is going to cost
me years in prison, I will never
stop loving, and never lose the hope
and confidence that one day there
will be a new day ofjustice in Peru."
Lori Berenson spoke an-
grily and severely, filled with the
bitterness thatwould overcome any
human beinglivingunderthe same
circumstances. What came across
to the public was a woman who was
"screaming", buther parents saw a
woman who, after 40 days of con-
finement and interrogation, was
not the Lori Berenson they knew.
I t was at this moment that
the Peruvian militaryjudgeturned
against her and raised her sen-
tence to life, which in Peru means
no possibility of parole. To many
Peruvians, Ms. Berenson, withher
mouth agape and her eyes filled
with fire, looked like a "gringa", an
American swept up in a violent
movement. Mrs. Berenson, a pro-
fessor of physics at Nassau Com-
Professor's Daughter Arrested
. Peruvian Judge Declares Lori H. Berenson Leader OfRebel Group
.Mary Ellen Battipaglia
On the evening of
Thursday, November 30, 1995,
Lori Helene Berenson, daugh-
ter ofBaruch statistics profes-
sor Mark Berenson, was ar-
rested by the Peruvian anti-
terrorist police after leaving a
meeting of the Peruvian Con-
gress. Berenson was accused
of being an active member of
the Tupac Amaru Revolution-
ary Movement or M.R.T.A., a
Marxist rebel group that au-
thorities claim had plans to
attack the Congress. The next
day, 22 M.R.T.A. members, in-
cluding the second-in-com-
mand, were arrested after a
12-hour gun battle with the
police. Soon after, Peruvian
President Fujimori appeared
.on television condemning Ms.
Berenson as a "North-Ameri-
can terrorist".
On January 11, 1996,
after beingheld in confinement
for five weeks, the judge pre-
siding over the secret military
court declared Ms. Berenson to
be a leader ofthe M.R.T.A. and
an international subversive
involved in international arms
traffic, and sentenced her to
life in prison. Ms. Berenson
finds these allegations to be
outrageous and completely
false.
While being held prac-
tically in solitary confinement
Berenson was subjected to in-
tense psychological manipula-
tion and continual interroga-
tion, all of which took place
without any access to legal
counsel. Regardless, she con-
sistently denied being involved
with any of the alleged violent
activities or plans, and has re-
peatedly told the military po-
lice, the judge, and the U.S.
Consulate that she was not a
member, let alone a leader of,
the M.R.T.A.
The charge against Ms.
Berenson, according to the
judge, was "treason against the
fatherland ofPeru." Police say
that she had co-signed a lease
to the house where the actual
12-hour gun battle took place,
and inside found a small arse-
nal ofM.R.T.A. weapons. The
most concrete evidence that the
police have are Ms. Berenson's
.p.andwriting on documents
proving she helped devise a
floor plan of the Congress, a
chart showing where all the
congressional leaders sit, and
photo collages ofcongressman.
Police claim that graphologists
had studied her handwriting
and made a positive match.
But evidence such as
this is secret because her trial
was held in secret, where
hooded judges sat behind mir-
rored glass and listened to
hooded defense attorneys.



















Monday, February 26, 1996,
buses will be leaving from the 26st. entrance early Monday morning
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COME JOIN US
FOR
• .Learn more about the affects of Governor Pataki' s draconian
budget cuts to Baruch and CUNY.
• Learn how to debate the issues with your elected representatives.
Tell them how you feel and let your voice be heard!!
• .Corne to e: ew York' s Capital and lobby yoW".state representatives
:-' e.: '.' f ~. 0 .the budget '~\l. l ' .... ~; <: ·-li·;.·~~ .''-.:-. :. \ . :J'~:.. - .
..... : _", ~_._ J.- '. ~. ~> . ':~.- ...... ::~~:...~,~ . ~.....
• Be a leader!!
•
students for Joint Lobby Day on
February 26th. ,
The Joint Lobby Day will al-
low Baruch students, as well as
the other CUNY students, to go
before their local assembly
members and state senators.
The legislators, who are expect-
ing the estimated 1,000 stu-
dents, will be "no civil disobedi-
ence" according to Heller. He
estimates that this year's rally
will attract 15,000-2-0,000 pro-
testers, including three times
as many Baruch protesters as
last year. Last year, only 400
Baruch students attended the .
budget cut rally at City Hall.
"The budget cuts affect ev-
erybody in the college commu- .
nity, not just the student body,"
said Heller.
tricts and see the posters in the
merchant's windows, they'll get
the signal, pure and simple,"
said Heller.
Besides setting presidents on
the local front, DSSG will also
partake in several City Univer-
sity of New York (CUNY) spon-
sored events. One of these
events will be a legislative con-
fer'ence in Albany, from Febru-
ary 23rd to the 25th. "The con-
ference will make students
across New York State aware of
the issues regarding higher,
public education and lobbying
techniques," says Heller. .
Along with the DSSG Presi-
dent, ten other Baruch students
will join the more than 250 stu-
dents in Albany. The instruc-
tional sessions will prepare the
mented by DSSG include a let-
ter writing campaign and an
outreach to local merchants.
The letter writing campaign
proposes to use handwritten let-
ters, instead of form letters,
which would be hand delivered
to the desktops of the legisla-
tors. These letters would then
be followed up by phone calls,
with DSSG "providing any in-
formation needed."
The plan to reach out to local
businesses proposes to have the
merchants hang posters in their
establishments. These posters
would signify that they support
the student movement and real-
ize the implications of the bud-
get cuts. "This being an elec-
tion year, when legislators walk
the streets in their local dis-
B'OOKDRIVE
Phi Eta Sigma, Freshman Honor Society seeks
interested individuals and/or organizations to
help cooridinate a children's book drive. All
books collected will be donated to Hale House
Orphanage. Drop off messages at 360 Park





continued from page one
weeks ago. Through the col-
laborative efforts ofstudent gov-
ernment, Student Life, and the
Organization of Student Devel-
opment, the drive was a college-
wide movement from the start.
By "tabling," pressing flyers,
and involving faculty members,
DSSG hopes the effort is a true
success.
"The goal is getting the stu-
dents registered to vote, if they
aren't already," said Heller.
"When November comes around,
these students will be able to
vote down [Governor] Pat.aki."
In accordance with voter reg-
istration, a citizenship drive is
also planned to begin in two
weeks-an idea that Heller la-
beled "a long term solution."
Other activities being imple-
NASPA-Minority
Undergraduate Fellows
Minority Students (Native" African or Asian
American or Hispanic) who are interested in
exploring careers in StudentAffairs and Higher
Eduacation should consider applying for this
program. Criteria for participation include
upper Sophomore status and a minimum overall
GPAof 3.0. Information on careers in Student
Affairs and the Fellowship program is available
Exceptional, full time undergraduate students from the Dean ofStudents Office, Room 17021
with a demonstrated commitment to a 360 PAS. Qualified students should contact..
management career in the nonprofit sector, a Dean Ron Aaron for an interview at 212-802-
strong record of leadership involvement and 6820. The deadline for consideration is March
demonstrated financial need may apply to the 1, 1996.
program. Interested students must have junior Memorial Service
status, complete their degree by June 1997 and A memorial service for Dean Connelly will
be prepared to work and study full-time in be held on Sunday, February 25, 1996 at
nonprofit management or a related field ... 11 :.00 a.m. in the auditorium of the 17
Fellows receive a $10,000 yearly 'income' . .
.Lexington Avenue. All students are
supplement for two years as well as a $10,000 welcome to attend.
scholarship towards their master's degree...
.. .. ..
Baruch will nominate two students 'for U- 'd .id d Ab tAM - ?
id . f h· hi hI . . n eel e 00 aJor ·consi eration or t IS ig Y competItIve. ...
fellowship program. Qualified students should A major/career orientations WIll be held
contact Dean Ron Aaron for an interview at during club hours February 29, March 7
212-802-6820. The deadline for consideration and March 21. Check bulletin boards































The Ticker uielcomes your letters on any
subject--but particularly those that tell us
how we are doing. Letters to the Editor are
your opportunity to let others know your
thoughts on current issues. Please address
letters to the Exhale editor. Thank you.
. --
Judianna Ip
ever it is available. There is no question
that demand for the paper, especially the
registration issue, is exceptionally large.
that U.S. imports have expanded much faster than
exports. Fromtheyear 1965 to 1985,U~S.output rose
between6%and8% ,whileimportsmorethandoubled.
According to experts, more than50% ofthe growth in
domestic demand is met through imports. By all
accounts, the fact thatthelargestmarket in the world
no longer buys its own products is probably the
principal element in the phenomena of
deindustrialization.
Republican presidential candidate PatBuchanan
has suggested raising tariff rates while reducing
domestic business taxes, an approach similar to that
of former presidents Warren Harding and Calvin
Coolidge in the 1920s. At that time it pulled the U.S.
economy out ofthe post-World War I recession. Crit-
ics, however, have stated thatoureconomyisfar more
global than it was seventy years ago and retaliatory,
policies from our trading partners could crush~
export-reliant industries.
Instead of raising tariffs, similar gains could be
accomplished by reducing corporate taxes and if
needed, replacing that revenue with a national sales
tax. The sales tax should be applied to both imports
and domestic products at the same rate. This plan
would present almost no chance ofsparking a trade
war. It could also raise the national savings rate
which, according to Sen. Arlen Specter, (R) Pennsyl-
vaniaina March2 CongreseionaRecord,has dropped
to a dangerously low 1.5% "one tenth that ofJapan."
From recent experience, it seems clear that tax
relief for business is an effective way to economic
.growtharidreversitlgtbe"hono~process.InNew
Jer-sey, -G9vemorChristy .Wbi1man .has_"cut. taxes,
substantially. Two Rutgers 'University economists,
James W. Hughes and Joseph J. Seneca, say long-
term figures seem to be lookingup. As statedin aNew
York Times article, "ifcurrent trends hold...the state
will have recovered all the 262,000 jobs lost inthe
1989-92 recession by early 1997."
Throughout mostofits historyup to 1913 the U.S.
used only tariffs and sales taxes for govern-
ment revenue,and it was during that period
that the U.S. achieved its g.reatest economic
growth, transformation and inventiveness.
With the world in i ts ever-mobile state, it
seems wise to re-examine the growth-friendly
methods of our early history. The great tax
debate is about more than how much govern-
ment takes from your paycheck; it's about
whether you can keep one.~
Dear Editor:
Please accept. my sincere thanks to the
editorial staff of The Ticker for the great
work you all have done in providing news
and useful information to .students at
Baruch.
1. am a sophomore and I find the profes-
sor evaluations published in the special
registration issues very useful. It helps me
to decide on which classes to avoid. I be-
lieve many students feel the same w.ay .
I am a regular reader of The Ticker even
during summer and winter recess-when-
-
parts, rubber and agricultural machinery.
These five states alone accounted for half the
nation's manufacturing jobs losses, nearly
double the national average decline of 10.2%.
The Mid-Atlantic states had the second larg-
est decline at 18.7%. The South lost 3.87%.
Only the West received a minor up-tick of
1.7%.
The South squared somewhat better than
most ofthe country in the V.N. findings. From
1960 to 1985, Southern states gained 17 mil-
lionjobs, largely through plant relocation from
other parts ofthe country. Even they, however
were not sparedjob relocations overseas. Cali-
fornia and the South were calculated to have
lost 92,000 jobs from, 1969 to 1986, a roughly
4.2% reduction in workforce. California lost
394,000 manufacturingjobs from 1979 to 1984.
Manufacturing totaled roughly 290/0 of its
workforce, but also accounted for 40% of its
layoffs during that period.
Letters to the Editor
The opinions expressed OR the Exhale pages are those of the individual writers,. and do ~t neces~~ly
represent the opinions ofThe Tickereditorial staff. The Ticker acceRtsonly typewntten and 8l.gned oJ?lnwn
pieces ofno more than 750 worth from Baruch College students. Publication o~xha1e~ ia contt~nt
upon an editorial board vote. utunllUUlt be 110.more.that 350w~,~ tUUl awned. U~d
ldRrs will not be published. HowerJel"', wJwnappropnate, 1UZme6 unU be ~.~6t. Write",
should provide da.y and evening.tIl~ number»: All submissions an! Rbjeet to ,diting. fo1"6ptl'a and
claritv: Address all opinion piecesami ktbz" to the Exhale editor.
"The past two decades have
displayed a clear erosion of
America's manufacturing
base. "
'what-are the root causes of such a dra-
.matic decline an over the country? At the '
heart ofthe change is technology. Automation
has replaced the assembly line as machines
are increasingly capable of accomplishing the
basic functions ofmanufacturing. Perhaps an
even more potent effect of technology has been
on the mobility of businesses and capital in-
vestment, as well as a wider choices of cheaper
consumer goods. International shipments that
used to be made by sea are now made by air.
Combining that change with the effects ofcomput-
ers in speeding the flow of long-distance informa-
tion, exportation and importation have increased
dramatically. With competing trading partners
suchasJapanand Canada, where the government
subsidizes its exports, and countries in the Third
World, that have no business taxes and wages a
tenth the size ofours, it should come as no surprise
A11lerican Vzewpoints
·Unshackle Business and You Unshackle America
By Kevin Degidon
west. In their book, Deindustrialization and
Regional Economic Transformation, authors
Lloyd Rodwin and Hidehiko Sazanami revealed
several stunning calculations in what they re-
ferred to as "the hollowing (aspects) of trans-
nationalism." The book displayed figures from
various sources that encapsulated a near apoca-
lyptic prophecy of the fate of the American
factory. They also described how different
states and regions have attempted to adapt to
such changes.
New York City was the hardest hit region of
all according to a United Nations Regional
Economic Development report. From 1977 to
1987 the New York Metropolitan area lost
159,800 manufacturing jobs, a reduction of
almost a third. Other Northeastem states
were also brutally hit From'19M to 1989, 250
manufacturing plants were closed in Massa-
chusetts, killing 90,000 jobs.
The Midwest was second only to New York.
A U.S. Department ofLabor statistic displayed
the regional breakdown of manufacturing job
losses from 1979 to 1986. Wisconsin, Pennsyl-
vania, Michiga~ObioandDUnois together lost
99O~OOOjob&..This-i&adecIineofl9-.3o/e-nearly
one-in.-five-joba-in.~ch as steel, auto
"Many politicians suddenly
voice tones ofpity for the poor
tax payer. "
With the 1996 presidential campaign roll-
ing by and the congressional budget debate
running simultaneously, one cannot escape
news about the size of government and its
effect on the national economy and on our daily
lives. In his muck-raking book The Tax Racket,
Martin Gross reveals that when all the hidden
taxes are accounted for, the average Am.erican
pays about 40% ofhislher income in taxes to the
various levels ofgovernment. The federal gov-
ernment collects twenty cents on every dollar of
Gross National Product while spending nearly
a quarter, leaving the country with near $200-
billion annual deficits. Health programs such
as Medicare and Medicaid are especially ex-
travagant and are expected to increase at the
rate of 10 % annually.
Recently we have heard sound bites about
many proposals to simplify and shrink the tax
system, and what is good and bad about them.
Many politicians suddenly voice tones of pity
for the poor tax payer. While listening to this
debate one should look beyond April 15, for the
real issue is about more than just how_ taxes
effect you as an individual but about how they
effect the entire national economy. According
to a 1991 issue ofCongressional Record, Ameri-
can businesses were taxed 31% by the federal
government alone. That number has since
risen to 42%. The average tariff rate is only
. about four-and-a-haff percent., so ifa business
moves its operations outside the United States,
it can reduce its tax burden to V nele Sam by
almost 90lk. What incentive is that to create
jobs in America?
The past two decades have displayed a
clear erosion ofAmerica's manufacturing base,
particularly in cities in the Northeast and Mid-
..:
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More students is what we needed to see at the February
15, 1996 forum. regarding Governor George E. Pataki's
proposed Budget Cuts to TAP-a $250 increase in tuition
arid cuts' in CUNY's operating budget, which will result in
the firing of approximately 65 Baruch professors.
.
Lack of student participation at the forum aside, there's
still time to act before the budget is passed on April 1,
1996. Students should write their local legislators, form
letters and legislator addresses are available at The Office
Of Student Life, 15th floor of 360 PAS. We urge all eligible
students to REGISTER TO VOTE, so our voices can be
heard at the ballot box. The Day Session Student
Government (DSSG), in conjunction with all CUNY colleges,
are traveling to Albany February 26th to lobby legislators.
Also, a CUNY-wide rally is scheduled for March 21 st.
STUDENTS MUST GET INVOLVED, OUR EDUCATION
DEPENDS UPON IT!
NYS SenatorCatherine Abate and Assemblyman Edward
Sullivan expressed deep concern about pending cuts to
Financial Aid and the welfare of Baruch Students. With
roughly 50 Baruch students present, it was obvious that
these representatives are more fired up about the
devastating consequences faced by Baruch undergraduate
students. It was a pathetic showing and an ernbarrasment
to the students and administrators who w-orked hard to





































































The Ticker welcomes your letters o~ any
subject--but particularly those that tell us
how we are doing. Letters to. the Editor are
your opportunity to let others know your
thoughts on current issues. Please address
letters to the Exhale editor. Thank you.
Judian.na Ip
.
that U.S. imports have expanded much faster than
"exports. Fromtheyear 1965to 1985,U.S. outputrose
between60/0and8%,whileimportsmorethandoubled.
According to experts, more than 50% ofthe growth in
domestic demand is met through imports. By all
accounts; the fact thatthelargestmarket in the world
no longer buys its own products is probably the
principal element in the phenomena of
deindustrialization.
Republican presidential candidatePatBuchanan
has suggested raising tariff rates while reducing
domestic business taxes, an approach similar to that
of former presidents Warren Harding and Calvin
Coolidge in the 1920s. At that time it pulled the U.S.
economy out ofthe post-World War I recession. Crit-
ics,however, have statedthatoureconomyis far more
global than it was seventy years ago and retaliatory
policies from our trading partners could crush many
export-reliant industries. .
Instead of raising tariffs, similar gains could be
accomplished by reducing corporate taxes and if
needed, replacing that revenue with a national sales
tax. The sales tax should be applied to both imports
and domestic products at the same rate. This plan
would present almost no chance of sparking a trade
w~. It could also raise the national savings rate
which, according to Sen. Arlen Specter, (R) Pennsyl-
vania inaMarch2 Congressiona Record,has dropped
to a dangerously low 1.5% "one tenth that ofJapan."
From recent experience, it seems clear that tax,.
relief for business is an effective way to economic
growthandreversiilgthe"hollowing"process. InNew
Jersey, Governor Christy Whitman has cut taxes
substantially. Two Rutgers University economists,
James W.Hughes and Joseph J. Seneca, say long-
term figures seemto be lookingup. As stated in aNew
York Times article, "ifcurrent trends hold.;the state
will have recovered all the 262,000 jobs lost in the .
1989-92 recession by early 1997."
Throughout mostofits history up to 1913 the U.S.
used only tariffs and sales taxes for govern-
ment revenue,and it was during that period
that the U.S. achieved its greatest economic
growth, transformation and inventiveness.
With the world in its ever-mobile state, it
seems wise to re-examine the growth-friendly
methods of our early history. The great tax
debate is about more than how much govern-
ment takes from your paycheck; it's about
whether you can keep one.
ever it is available. There is no question
that demand for the paper, especially the
registration issue, is exceptionally large.
What are the root causes of such a dra-
maticdecline all' over the country? At the
heart ofthe change is technology. Automation
has replaced the assembly line as machines
are increasingly capable of accomplishing the
basic functions ofmanufacturing. Perhaps an
even more potent effect of technology has been
on the mobility of businesses and capital in-
vestment, as well as a wider choices of cheaper
consumer goods. International shipments that
used to be made by sea are now made by air.
Combining that change with the effects ofcomput-
ers in speeding the flow of long-distance infonna-
tion, exportation and importation have increased
dramatically. With competing trading partners
suchasJapanandCanada, where thegovernment
subsidizes its exports, and countries in the Third
World, that have no business taxes and wages a
tenth the size ofours, it should come as no surprise
parts, rubber and agricultural machinery.
These five states alone accounted for half the
nation's manufacturing jobs losses, nearly
double the national average decline of 10.2%.
The Mid-Atlantic states had the second larg-
est decline at 18.7%. "'The South lost 3.87%.
Only the West received a minor up-tick of
1.7%.
The South squared somewhat better than
most ofthe country in the U.N. findings. From
1960 to 1985, Southern states gained 17 mil-
lionjobs, largely through plant relocation from
other parts ofthe country: Even they, however
were not sparedjob relocations overseas. Cali-
fornia and the South were calculated to have
lost 92,000 jobs from 1969 to 1986, a roughly
4.2% reduction in workforce. California lost
394,000 manufacturingjobs from 1979 to 1984.
Manufacturing totaled roughly 20%· of its
workforce, but also accounted for 40% of its
layoffs during that period.
Letters to the Editor
". . - , ..
"The past two decades have




Please accept. my sincere thanks to the
editorial staff of The Ticker for the great
work you all have done in providing news
and useful information to ·students at
Baruch.
1. am a sophomore and I find the profes-
sor evaluations published in the special
registration issues very useful. It helps me
to decide on which classes to avoid. I be-
lieve many students feel the same way.
I am a regular reader of The Ticker even
during summer and winter recess-when-
The opinions expressed OR the Exhale pages are those of the individual writers, and do not nece88CJ.ri.ly
represent the opinions ofTheTickereditorial staff. TIu! TickeracceP.tsonly typewritten and signed opinion
pieeea ofno more than 750 wordB from Baruch College students. PublictJ~n.ofRxbale artit:les is continge~
upon em editoricl board vote• .utUrtt muM he no more.that 350w~~ type~.tUUllligMd.U~d
kttu:t will not be published. HOlI1ft7er, llIhm appropruzte,·~8unU be~ IIpIRl reqaat. Writers
siruald provide day and evening.tll~ruunben.. All submissions art! BUbjeet' to editing. for6]1fZm tmd.
clarity: A.ddn!ss all opinion pieces cuul1kttu:t to the Exhale editor.
With the 1996 presidential campaign roll-
ing by and the congressional budget debate
running simultaneously ~ one cannot escape
news about the size of government and its
effect on the national economy and on our daily
lives. In his muck-raking book The Tax Racket,
Martin Gross reveals that when all the hidden
taxes are accounted for, the average American
pays about 40% ofhis/her income in taxes to the
various levels ofgovernment. The federal gov-
ernment collects twenty cents on every dollarof
Gross National Product while spending nearly
a quarter, leaving the country with near $200-
billion annual deficits. Health programs such
as Medicare and Medicaid are especially ex-
travagaat and are expected to increase at the
rate of 10 % annually.
Recently we have heard sound bites about
many proposals to simplify and shrink the tax
system, and what is good and bad about them.
Many politicians suddenly voice tones of pity
for the poor tax payer. While listening to this
debate one should look beyond April 15, for the
real issue is about more than just how taxes
effect you as an individual but about how they
effect the entire national economy. According
to a 1991 issue ofCongressional Record, Ameri-
can businesses were taxed 31% by the federal
government alone. That number has since
risen to 42%. The average tariff rate is only
about four-and-a-half percent., so if a business
moves its operations outside the United States,
it can reduce its tax burden to Uncle Sam by
almost 90%. What incentive is that to create
jobs in America?
The past two decades have displayed a
clear erosion ofAmerica's manufacturing base,
particularly in cities in the Northeast and Mid-
"Many politicians suddenly




Unshackle Business and You Unshackle America
west. In their book, Deindustrialization and
Regional Economic Transformation, authors
Lloyd Rodwin and Hidehiko Sazanami revealed
several stunning calculations in what they re-
ferred to as "the hollowing (aspects) of trans-
nationalism." The book displayed figures from
various sources that encapsulateda near apoca-
lyptic prophecy of the fate of the American
factory. They also described how different
states and regions have attempted to adapt to
such changes.
New York City was the hardest hit region of
all according to a United Nations Regional
Economic Development report. From 1977 to
1987 the New York Metropolitan area lost
159,800 manufacturing jobs, a reduction of
almost a third. Other Northeastern states
were also brutally hit From1984 to 1989, 250
manufacturing plants were closed in Massa-
chusetts, killing 90,000 jobs.
The Midwest was second only to New York.
AU.S. Department ofLabor statistic displayed
the regional breakdown of manufacturing job
losses from 1979 to 1986. Wisconsin, Pennsyl-
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Baruch Students Accepting Budget Cuts Lying Down
More studentsis what we needed to see at the February
15, 1996 forum. regarding Governor George E. Pataki's
proposed Budget Cuts to TAP-a $250 increase in tuition
arid cuts in CUNY's operating budget, Which will result in
the firing of approximately 65 Baruch professors.
NYS Senator Catherine Abate and Assemblyman Edward
Sullivan expressed deep concern about pendin(J cuts to
Financial Aid and the welfare of Baruch Students. With
roughly 50 Baruch students present, it was obvious that
these representatives are more fired up about the
devastating consequences faced by Baruch undergraduate
students. It was a pathetic showing and an embarrasm.ent
to the students andadm.inistrators who worked hard to






















Lack ofstudent participation at the Iorum aside there's
still time to act before the budget is passed on April 1,
1996. Students should write their local legislators, form
letters and legislator addresses are available at The Office
. Of Student Life, 15th floor of 360 PAS. We urge all eligible
students to REGISTER TO VOTE, so our voices can be
heard at the ballot box. . The Day Session Student
Governm~nt(DSSG), in conjunction with all CUNY colleges,
are traveling to Albany February 26th to lobby legislators.
Also, a CUNY-wide rally is scheduled for March 21st.
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If you are a leader, consider running for one of the
..
following elected offices:
D SSG (Day Session Student Government)





E S S A (Evening Session Student Assembly)
Assembly members (Officers elected internally)
ARE YOU A LEADER OR A FOLLOWER?
STUDENT ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD
THE WEEK OF MAY 6, 1996
..._.. .- .' ,"
.~ GS A (Graduate Student Assembly)
Board member (Officers elected internally)
... -
Candidacy declaration alWlicationsand party charter forms will
be available i>eginning Thursday, Feb. 22 at.t~e ..
STUDENX~GENTER, ROOM 15~2, 360 PARKA"Y~~-~§·§9~rt:H;
) ..- • I_"''''-'''-~-'''?~~ ·c"S"_·"f~'·:"-·:'····"-·--'<'·--:c.·,>-,,",,_· ..,"-. ; ~:ii '12.. i'?'.: .'i:-i;~.i\. .... ,.;
r:
OR MEMBER OF ANy OF THE
FOLLOWING BOARDS/COMMITTEES:




.. Student Media Council
.Auxiliary Enterprises Corporation






We should no longer be bound to the
ABM Treaty. The Soviet Union no longer
exists, and in any case,the Soviets violated
the treaty several months after signing it,
by attempting to develop and deploy a mis-
sile shield. Further, the ABM treaty as-
sumed only the two superpowers would pos-
sess ballistic missiles; but as discussed ear-
Her, this technology is now commonplace.
The technology to build a missile de-
fense system is there; the political will is
"We should no longer be bound
to the ABM Treaty. The Soviet
Union no longer exists, and in
any case,the Soviets violated the
treaty several months after
signing it. "
missing. This Congress is trying to fund
development and deployment of such a sys-
tem, but Mr. Clinton stands in the way. In
light of the danger facing our country due to
global nuclear proliferation, there should
be no doubt of the need for.a missile defense
system.
,
I Writers sought for the Exhale Section. \I .... . . . . . .
I Please submit pieces ofno more than 750
\. words; proofread and double-spaced for
ease ofediting. Call Dave at The Ticker i
\ .
~(212)8~'
ily be converted back to long-range mIS-
siles.
Nearly 25 nations (some declared en-
emies of the U.S.; some potential adversar-
ies) have already deployed ballistic mis-
siles. Such countries (in addition to those'
already mentioned) as Iraq, Libya, Yemen,
South Africa, Vietnam, and Serbia present
a ballistic missile threat. Add to that the
13 nations with nuclear weapons, and the
20 nations with chemical and biological
·weapons.and we live in a dangerous world.
Unbelievably, we have no way to pro-
tect ourselves against a ballistic missile
attack, or even an accidental launching.
That's right: we are all vulnerable to a
nuclear attack by a hostile nation. These
threatening, dangerous moves have been
met with only a weak response by the
Clinton administration.
In fact, this administration has effec-
tively gutted research on Ronald Raagan's
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDl). Clinton
has shifted the focus of the program away
from a space-based national missile de-
fense system protecting our civilian popu-
lation and toward "theater defenses"-sys-
terns designed to defend combat troops from
tactical missile attack.
Liberals have long been opposed to pro-
tecting America from a ballistic missile
attack. Clinton cites continued adherence
to the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty Of1972,
under which the U.S. and the Soviet Union
agreed not to defend themselves against
missile attack, thus codifying "mutual as-
sured destruction" (MAD). This doctrine
stated that the two countries were safe
only as long as each .knew that the other
could destroy it at will, meaning· that nei-
ther country would attack the other be-
cause neither would want to be destroyed.
search and seizure. Once the
search is not justified, the evi-
dence is inadmissible. According
to the judge, the four men had
every reason to flee, in view of
the reputation of Washington
Heights police officers.
This decision to let a crimi-
nal back on the street is
horrifying.Those who disagree
believe that the decison ties the
hands ofpolice officers. I couldn't
agree more.
But one of the merits of liv-
ing in America is freedom from
intrusions in our private lives.
The very people who assert that
goverment should stay out ofour
lives also want to bring govern-
ment into our lives. While it is
important to support police, it is
also important to protect citizens
against illegal searches. This is
not to say, however, that drug
dealers should "walk" if they are
. caught.
''''We have no way to protect
. . .
ourselves against a ballistic
missile attack, or even an
accidental launching. "
We SpeakSoftly, But What About That Big Stick?
By Daniel Bagliore
On January 24, 1996, the New York
Times reported that Red China threatened
to carry out a missile attack on Taiwan,
and indirectly threatened to do the same to
Los Angeles. China has already tested
nuclear weapons off the coast of Taiwan;
supplied ballistic missiles to Syria and
Pakistan; helped Iran construct a cyclotron
(a machine that produces enriched ura-
nium, the material used to build atomic
weapons), and possesses at least 20 mis-
Illegal Search and Seizure
Case Draws Attention to the
Fourth Amendment
I,'(OU SAY YOU HAVE THIS FfEUN6 Of 1~~lJRllY
ANP LACK OF WlTROL 1"
siles capable of reaching the U.S.
North Korea is developing the Taepo
Dong-2 missile, an Intercontinental Ballis-
tic l\fissile (ICBM~capable ofhitting Ameri-
can cities. Peru wants to purchase an esti-
mated $52 million worth of surface-to-sur-
face Scud missiles from North Korea. North
Korea has offered Libya and Iran its new
Nadong I missile,whichcan hit nearly ev-
ery city in Japan. I
Russia has about 1,400 missiles (prob-
ably more). Due to political instability and
the increasing power of hard-liners, these
weapons can fall into the hands of any
crazed national leader. Russia has already
sent 100 nuclear experts to Iran, and both
RussiaandUkraine,thanks to Bill Clinton,
can export ICBM's and submarine missile
systems as space launchers which can eas-
By Tony Bello-Giwah
Federal District Judge Harold Baer's de-
cision in the Carol Bayless case has ignited a
firestorm of criticism firom politicians, the
media and the public. Republican pundits,
who jump at every single opportunity to
make President Clinton look bad, have even
used the incident to criticize the President.
"Elect Clinton for another four years," they
say, "and get judges like Harold Baer."
On April 21 st ,two police officers ob-
served four men in Washington Heights load
duffel bags into the trunk ofa car with Michi-
gan plates. When the officers went to inves-
tigate, the men ran off. Meanwhile, the
driver ofthe car, Carol Bayless, was searched
and arrested for possession of 75 pounds of
.cocaine and 4 pounds.of heroin worth about
$4 million on the street, Bayless willingly
confessed that she had made 20 such trips for
her son. -
At the trial, Judge Baer invalidated the
confession and the evidence. The judge said
that the officers' actions constituted illegal
search and seizure, thereby violating the
defendant's Fourth Amendment rights. The
fact; that duffel bags were loaded into the
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Flat Tax, As Prescribed By The Economy
By Avi Cohen abortion seems to be politi- tax rates would "allow for a 6%
"Whether it's balancing the cally infeasible, at present, increase in the total size of the
budget, raising worker compen- and as such the only alterna- economy spread over seven
sation or paying for tax cuts or tive to increasing economic years," accordin-g to the archi-
social and environmental pro- growth isaiming for higher tect of the flat tax, Robert Hall,
grams, the answer to most of our productivity. This can be done a Stanford economist. This
difficult problems is higher eco- by simply increasing the sav- would result in an additional
nomic growth," .says two guest ings and investment rates. 420 billion dollars added to the
I editortalaofthe 'Vall S~reetJ9ur- One way to do this is bycreat- United States economy that
I nst,c,_Da!ia Q-~ ,~a'4-:c'CBO-- of ing a'tax > system that favors would.:--Otherwisenothave ex-
,~-e&Deeo---I-D~·.--a-n.d:· ~-Je-r--r:y. .J. -investJll.e.llU-.·-"·~he-fl-at--ta.x -..-istecL.-P-er- capita~ :sDdjearq, . - .... -
Jasinowski. This is the case be- eliminates levies on Invest- that- comes-out-to 220 dollars.
cause greater economic growth ment earnings, and allows One of the major driving
will lead to more tax revenue companies to immediately forces behind the flat tax pro-
that could either fund the balanc- write offplant and equipment posal is the fairness debate.
ing of the Federal budget, pro- investments." Higher invest- Also, Americans seem to think
viding welfare, or whatever the ments lead to greater quanti- that "the definition of fair also
Government deems fit. For in- ties of available capital per la- extends to what percent of in-
stance, "Raising economic growth borer and as such would in- come should go to taxes." Ac-
by a mere half percentage point, crease productivity. cording to the Reader's Digest
II per year, would generate nearly Savings would increase be- magazine, "people of all ages,_
200 billion dollars in increased cause savings would only be income groups, sexes, races and
tax revenue over the next eight taxed once when they were geopolitics think that 20% is
i years." earned. Increased savings would the highest percent of income
i In general, greater economic lead to greater capital forma- that should be 'paid in total
I
growth. rates can happen either tion which would create a virtu- taxes, regardless of the income
by increasing population growth, ous cycle of ever greater funds level of the taxpayer." These
increasing savings and invest- available for investment pur- requirements of being fair to all
ment or by annexing Canada. poses. Americans and not taxing the rich-
Annexing Canada arid/or increas- This added increase in in- est of people over 20% would be




The Wall Street Journal-
The Dow Jones industrial
average surged past 5600 to
close at 5600.15 yesterday, an
all time high. Volume
dropped 16% to 403 million
shares.
Apple Computer Inc.
announced plans to suspend
its quarterly dividend to
shareholders for the first-time
.ever due to losses. It does not
plan to restore dividend
payout "in the near future."
February·14,1996
The New York Times-
Compuserve Inc., an on-line
company, decided to to restore
worldwide access to most of
the 200 sex related computer
data bases. These data bases
had been blocked recently
under the pressure of German
prosecutors. Instead of block-
ing all its subscribers from
access to some sites,
Compuserve said it would
provide subscribers with
software that could filter
offensive materials.
Felix Rohatyn, a New York
investment banker, formally
withdrew from consideration
of a seat at the F-ederal Re-
serve due to .strnng opposition
from Senate Republicans .
President Clinton intended to






The Wall Street Journal-
Warren Buffet, the famous
. billionaire Omaha, NQb.,
investor unveiled -a-plan-
suggesting a Berkshire
Hathaway stock split. The
stock is currently priced at
$31,700 per share, under the
plan it would be split into 30
shares of a new class stock,
which would be priced at near
$1,000 a share. Investors will
be able to afford shares of Mr.
Buffet's successful investing



























-Specializing in Personal Tax Returns
- Computerized Tax Preparation
- Free Tax Savings Tips for -1996
. - Free Financial Planning Consultation
Special Student Discount
Home Visits No extra charge
Call early. Appointments are going quick!!
212 969-8152
Doing Your Taxes is now as
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LET THE WORLD KNOW
WHAT YOU THINK!
FTIPT students needed fo
Market Research Focus Groups 0
a wide variety of products & ser
vices. Earn cash for your opinion
To participate call 212-685-407
(This is not permanent employ
ment).
EXTRA INCOME FOR '96
WANTED
Earn $500-$1000 Weekly stuff
ing envelopes. For details - RUS
$1.00 with SASE to Group Fiv






• Reward your spending !l
• Save you cash '11
1
• Earn you profits i
If you believe Network Mar-
ket is for you, please call I
Kumiko San (212) 978-2624
,EXTRA MONEY Ii
100 STUDENTS! LOSE 10-30+ \
LBS. NEXT 90 DAYS. NEW ME-I
TABOLISM BREAKTHROUGH.
GUARANTEED. DR. RECOM-,
~lENDED. $35.50 MCNISA. 24!





Work in a fast paced friendly environment. Strong experience with the
In.tern: t , MS Windows,. )'1ac. and Unix environments is a mUST. Proficiency
. WIth Netscapc, TCP/IP, and Mosaic helpful.
lOT
Internet Sevices
FAX resumes to ASMY at 201-928-1057
Earn m.one}' working part-time or full-time, day-time or night-
time, weekdays or weekends. We are looking for
***Internet Support Technicians*··
IDT, the nation's fastest growing
Internet Access provider is looking for
dynamic students who want to
participate in our phenomenal growth,











: Fishing Industry. Earn up to
i $3,000-$6,000+ per month.
Room and Board! Transporta-
tion! Male or Female. No expe-
rience necessary. For more info.
call: (206) 971-3510 ext A51331
Attention All Students!
, Over $6 Billion in FREE Fi-
i nancial Aid is now available
i from private sector grants &
; scholarships! All students are
eligible regardless of grades,
: income, or parent's income. For
: more information, call: 1-800-
I
; 263-6495 ext. F51331
L ----"
EXPERIENCED AMERICAN
:. LADY ESL TEACHER, private
. lessons mid-town Manhattan.
All levels, all areas, INCLUD-
ING WRITING SKILLS, TERM
. PAPERS & ESSAYS. Female
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Andreessen, and President and
Chief Executive Officer James
Barksdale, Netscape has become'
one ofthe prominent companies in
the computer industry. The Au-
gust 9th IPO ofcommon stock saw
a 250% gain in price from $28/
share to $70/share. The company,
which recently initiated a two-for-
one stock split on February 6, was
founded in April 1994· by Clark,
founder of the highly successful
high-tech firm Silicon Graphics,
andAndreessen, a 24-year-old pro-
grammer, who, while as an under-
graduate student at the Univer-
sity of illinois' National Center for
Supercomputer Applications
(NCSA), created a program called
NCSA Mosaic. This program laid
the foundation for Netscape's staple
continued on page 15
THE KEY WORD IS
GLOBALIZATION
In today's society we are be,.
coming more and more aware of
the growing trend of
globalization of both the mar-
ket and the products them-
selves.. In a market where con-
sumer and media trends are con-
verging, where companies as-
sume global focus and structure,
the need for competitiveness
will be even greater. Also, the
opening of new markets in Asia,
Latin America and Eastern Eu-
rope will result in strong com-
petitive positioning of busi-
nesses in these faster growing
regions. Developing countries
are in demand of advertising
since their citizens are getting
opportunities of purchasing'
more -goods) the competition
within each product sector is
intensifying.' Advertising agen-
cies will be assuming an impor-





Groupware is a genre of software
that allows groups of users to si-
multaneously work on the same
documents and projects, communi-
cate between one another, and
share resources. Factored out of
the fourth quarter earnings, the
earnings per share would be 10
cents, doubling the consensus ana-
lysts' predictions.
Under the leadership of Chair-
man Dr. James Clark, Vice-Presi-
dent of Technology Mark
.
Moreover, the 1996 Olympics in
Atlanta are just around the
cornner.
Even industries that have
never advertised themselves be-
fore are starting to do so. For
instance, the defense contrac-
tors have started advertising
themselves after diversifying
into the consumer sector. Phar-
maceu tical companies are
launching $100 million ad cam-
paigns to support the sales of
their over-the-counter drugs.
Also, big corporations like the
Baby Bells who were previously
protected by their monopolistic
status are aggressively adver-
tising as competition rises in the
telecommunications sector.
Globally, increasing compe-
. tition from GATT and NAFTA
will result in more advertising
campaigns. A host of new capi-
talist countries will be a boom to
international advertising agen-
cres.
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In The Hands ofYour Advertising
Agent: The Future of Your Business
Netscape's daily price & volume charts
~95 Oct Nov ~
Yohm'C chart sbows daily volume. in thousands of shares.
.
By Bojan Miljkovic
The New York Society of
Security Analysts (NYSSA)
hosted the Advertising Agency
Industry Conference on January
23, 1996. NYSSA is the premier
I forum in the United States for
I the exchange of investment in-
! formation. With many prestigious
I institutions attending this event,
Baruch's AISEC (International
Association of Students in Busi-
ness) was privileged to join this
conference. This conference fea-
tured presentations by top man-
agement from leading companies
such as ADVO, Inc., Saatchi &
Saatchi, McCann-Erikson,
WPP Group and Merril Lynch.
This conference was held due
to the fact that advertising agen-
cies are currently presented with
monumental opportunities. First
ofall, the presidential campaigns
are just heating up, with many
independent candidates joining
the race. Politicians are increas-
ingly advertising their policies.





Rubin, the fastest rate of
noninflationary growth for
the U.S. economy is "un-
knowable." Mr. Robins
believes that the U.S. is
currently experiencing a
"very new economy", there-
fore it is questionable that
2.5~ is still the noninfla-
tionary growth rate. He felt




Chrysler reachecJ a five-
year agreement with Kirk
Kel'korian under which his
Tracinda Corp. conformed to
conditions such as dismiss-
ing his high-powered advis-
ers, including investment




firm D.F. King & Co.
February 12, 1996
The Wall Street Journal-
AT&T Corp. and MCI
Communications Corp. are
holding talks to a possible
merging of forces to build or
swap local phone networks
in major U.S. markets.
Although this highly un-
usual event is still in early
stages, executives from both
companies predict that the
two telecommunications foes
will reach a final agreement.
Such an agreement would
pose direct threat to the
local networks of Bell compa-







..0 February 13, 1996
(f The Wall Street Journal-
Book-to-bill ra~io, the
semiconductor industry's key
indicator, last month turned
in its worst performance in
at least five years. This is
an indication of a slowdown
in memory-chip demand and
personal-computer growth.
According to the Semicon-
ductor Industry Association,
a trade. group that follows
the ratio closely, the ratio
fell to 0.93. The number
means that for every $100 of
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Following these steps, and
without legislation by Congress,
there are no additional legal and
prudent measures I can take to
meet obligations. We reached
that conclusion after consider-
ing and rejecting other actions
because they failed to meet our
criteria of doing what was right
to avoid default.
I will not delay mailing tax
refunds owed the American
people. I will not sell the
nation'sgold. I cannot go beyond
the $9.0 billion in asset ex-
changes with the Federal Fi-
nancing Bank. There are legal,
practical and prudential argu-
ments supporting each of these
decisions.
Delaying tax refunds would
hurt more than 70 million
Americans who depend on those
refunds. It still would provide
only a short-term deferral of the
problem, because we could not
and would not hold their money
forever.
Secretary Baker considered
and dismissed sefling gold in
1985 and said: It would under-
cut confidence here and abroad
based on the widespread belief
that the gold reserve is the foun-
dation of our. financial system,
and because eongress clearly
has the power to prevent a de-
continued on page 15
the Justice Department s 'Office
. of Legal Counsel, include:
Suspending the rein-
vestment of the approximately
$3.9 billion of dollar-denomi-
nated Treasury securities held
by the Exchange Stabilization
Fund, an action that several
prior Treasury Secretar-ies have
taken.
Amending.my Novem-
ber 15 determination on the
length of the debt issuance sus-
pension period to fourteen
months, thus permitting the
redemption of approximately
$6.4 billion in additional Trea-
sury debt held by the Civil Ser-
vice Retirement and Disability
Fund, and its replacement with
a cash credit. And, I must point
out, I must base the final deci-
sion on an application of the
statute to the facts which exist
at the time of the determina-
tion.
And, finally, exchang-
ing approximately $9.0 billion
of assets in the portfolio of the
Federal Financing Bank for an
.equivalent amount of Treasury
securities hel-dby. certain gov-
ernment trust funds. A swap
between the 'I'reasury and the
FFB will then let us cancel those
Treasury securities. This action
is authorized by statute.
restoration of unpaid interest.
Fmally; on December 29th,
despite all the previous actions,
Treasurydid not have sufficient
debt ceiling room to issue secu-
rities to the Civil Service Re-
tirement and Disability Fund to
allow the fund to invest its $1¥
billion semi-annual interest
payment. As I told the Commit-
tee last year, the susperision of
the investment, as authorized
by statute, made it possible to
continue financing operations





was not in hand...»
middle of February 1996.
Each action I mentioned was
-. necessary b~causk·avdebt·:limit·
increase was not in hand. Each
.actionfit my crftena ofonly em-
ploying those means that were
legal, practical and prudent.
Everyone of them was
driven by my responsibility as
Treasury Secretary to 'protect
the full faith and credit of the
United States, and only by that
concern. I,
And, as I said, in the case of
the Civil Service Retirement and
Disability Fund action on No-
vember 15th, counsel advised
that decision could only be made
in the context of the facts that
existed on the eve of default.
As we entered the New Year,
Treasury continued to examine
other options, if needed, that
would permit regular govern-
ment financing to go forward.
As I promised this Committee,
once we determined whether
further legal, prudent and prac-
tical options were available to
us, we would report our find-
ings to Congress and the Ameri-
can people.
On January 22, I made good
on that commitment. I an-
nounced that by February 29th
or March 1st, absent enactment
of a atr-aightforward debt limit
increase, we would not be able
to meet obligations. I further
said that there were only three
remaining options available --
consistent with what was legal,
prudent and practical -- that
could be exercised by February
15th in order to pay obligations
due on that date. These actions,
approved by our Department's
Office of General Counsel and
able.
Second, the United States
will not default because, in the
final analysis, Congress will
fulfill its responsibilities and
pass acceptable debt limit leg-
islation.
Third, if Congress did not
adopt such legislation, Treasury
would be forced to use extraor-
dinary means -- subject to re-
solving legal and practical prob-
lems -- to avoid default, al-
though I cautioned there were
costs attached to all such ac-
tions.
Four'th..that I would notify
Congress before taking any ex-
traordinary actions to ensure
the United States government
remained under the debt limit
and was able to finance its op-
erations.
Fifth, passage of a clean bill
will permit the debate on the
budget to proceed on its own
terms, unencumbered by risks
to the nation s credit.
Because the debt limit was
not increased last Fall, it was
necessary for me to take actions
to ensure we had cash and credit
.to meet obligations. In·October,
we cut the size·of a Treasury
auction and, In November, we
delayed others. On October
18th, we stopped issuing what
are called SLGS -- securities
that state and local govern-
ments use to lower their debt
service burdens. Early in No-
vember, Treasury called in
nearly $2.5 billion in compen-
sating balances from a number
of large financial institutions.
Then, on November 15th, I
was forced to invoke statutory
authority provided to Treasury
Secretaries by Congress during
the Reagan Administration. No-
vember 15th was the date when
we would have been out of debt
limit room and out of cash, and
unable to meet all of our finan-
cial obligations. We were on the.
eve of defaul t.
Counsel always advised me
that this decision with respect
to the application of the statute
could only be made in the con-
text of the facts which existed
on the eve ofdefault. It was only
at that time that I was able to
determine that we could replace
$39.8 billion in securities from
the Civil Service Retirement and
Disability Fund and $21.4 bil-
lion in securities from the so-
called G-Fund with non-inter-
est bearing cash credits.
As I said to the Committee
in December, workers and re-
tirees are fully protected by the
statutes that authorized those
actions. The asset value of the
funds has not been diminished
by one nickel, and the statutes
provide for full and automatic
DEBT LIMIT STATEMENT OF TREASURY
SECRETARY ROBERT E. RUBIN HOUSE




Remarks as prepared for de-
livery
February 8, 1996
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate
this opportunity to testify be-
fore you and the other distin-
guished Members of your Com-
mittee.
In the last week, the debt
limit discussion has proceeded
in a welcomed spirit of biparti-
san cooperation. On February.
1, Majority Leader Dole,
Speaker Gingrich and Majority
Leader Armey wrote the Presi-
dent. They committed to pass-
ing mutually acceptable legis-
lation, by February 29th, to
increase· the debt limit to en-
sure the United States contin-
ues.to meet its obligations. The
next day, Congr.ess passed leg-
islation to authorize Treasury
temporarily to borrow $29 bil-
lion outside the debt limit. This
bill,.H.R. 2924, will enable us to
deal with the March 1st crunch
date ofbenefit payments. It was
adopted with the support of the
Congreaeional Minority, which
has urged action on the debt
limit throughout this process.
President Clintoll signed that
bill into law this morning.
N ow Congress and the Presi-
dent must agree on legislation
that addresses the debt limit
problem on a long-term basis.
By ensuring that America can
meet its obligations, we will pro-
tect the holders of government
securities, Social Security re-
cipients, and other federal ben-
efidaries from any additional
risk. It s clearly time to get this
job done.
Since my last appearance
before the Committee, much has
changed. We have reached, in
my view, a common understand-
ing of how important it is to
protect the creditworthiness of
the United States, a vital na-
tional asset that must never be
tarnished by anyone for any rea-
son.
It is now time that comity re-
place conflict, and the debate
over the debt limit be drawn to
a close.
Last December, I testified
before this Committee about ac-
tions I had taken and antici-
pated taking to protect
America's creditworthiness ab-
sent adoption of a clean debt
limit increase.
I will only briefly review that
history today, and then turn to
more current issues. In July,
1995, our Administration began
asking Congress to adopt a clean
debt limit bill. Our communica-
tions on this matter were con-
sistent and clear. I said,











The Wall Street Journal-
Bell Atlantic Corp. and
Nynex Corp. are discussing
forming a joint venture to
enter the long-distance tele-
phone business, but a full-
fledge merger is not immi-
nent.
February 7, 1996
The Wall Street Journal-
Federal prosecutors
opened a grand-jury investi-
gation to determine whether a
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. public-relations campaign
against Jeffrey S. Wigand,
former B&W executive, is an
attempt to intimidate a federal
witness.
A subpoena was issued by a
grand jury in Washington to
publicist John Scanlon; a key










continued from page 14 .
protect our creditworthiness.
fault by assuming its responsi- In my December testimony,
bility with respect to the debt I read affirmations of this prin-
limit. Similar arguments pre- ciplefrom Alan Greenspan.Paul 'C, continued from page 13
vail today.' Volcker, two Republican and I tant role in this transition.
I do not have legal author- four Democratic former Trea- In order to remain profit- I
ity to divest any of the other 189 sury Secretaries, and comments able, businesses will have to I
government trust funds for debt from the major international increase their market share,
management purposes, only the rating agencies. These quotes I introduce new iproducts, and
, G-Fund and the Civil Service are in the record, and I shall not maintain brand loyalty. The
Fund. In addition, the President repeat them. Protecting the na- success of either of these strat-
took Social Security off the' tion scredit is a bipartisan, in- egies dependsonsustaining, con-
table. As to the balance of the deed, a non-partisan, tradition. vincing marketing campaigns.
FFB assets, I have been advised More than a decade ago, Interesting questions were
by counsel that the FFB assets President Reagan urged Con-I posed on the issue of the brands
we have identified are the only gress to adopt an increase in and their relevance in the over-
FFB assets that can be legally the debt limit. In a letter he' all performance of a business. I
sold to the trust funds i n a man- wrote to then Majority ·Leader I Mr. P. Georgescu, CEO and I
'her which reduces the amount Howard Baker, he gave voice to I chairman of Young & Rubicam, I
of debt outstanding that is sub- sentiments I share today. I discussed the importance of
ject to the debt limit. He said, This country now maintaining brand loyalty and
In any case, resorting to anyposs~sses the strongest credit I quality brand management.
of these measures is no way for in the world. The full conse- Young & Rubicam created a
a great nation to manage its quences ofdefault -- or even the unique approach to strategic I'
financial affairs. That is why prospect of default· -- by the I research for managing brands I
the commitment of the Leader- United States are I called the Brand Asset Valuator i
ship to' move acceptable debt impossible to predict and awe-! (BAV). BAV is the first global I
limit legislation by February. some. to contemplate. Denigra- i consumer perception of brands, !
29th, and the.anactment of the tion of the full faith and credit I including data from over 30,000 :
Arc-Rer' bill, ,,:hich a:llow~ for oltne United States would have I consumers, stretching across 24 I
orderly financing and reheves substantial effects on the do- I' countries, 450 global brands and :
a nxiet.ies about government's mestic financial markets and on over 6,000 local brands. \
. l~mbIp·loi~rt-yatno.t~.~~.~~~.~.~:~,}_S r~,o~;~~:ti':;:le ~kf~~~~.~l~~t_in ex- \.•'} 0dt.~~r ifis~;~ ~.~~u~_~~~ .in~ I~
, , • . . '- '.. -. . 'Cua '0" .ILla~ o ..s ... .LUe ua Ion can t vo ve new' re~~S'OL 8uV 'Slng
Th 1·' . dto all . continued from page 13. .' ...__~ 5_0~~~~1_!': .,~~~~.!T. ~~. !!!._~!~~_~. __toallow ~~cJ:1 ~ res~I~·.1 suchas t~~;~~te!~~~,-_Di!~~~_rrV,._._ ._." ..... __ ,_~_''''''''''. .
right before uS~.T~e: ~.ongress 'Througho~tthis. process, It t ~d sometimes ov~rlooke.d.ra- l·product,theNetscapeNaVIgator~-
sho~dpass_~'debtIimit In~re~s~ has been my VIew that the S.ec- I dIO and new~~apera~ve.rtlSIng.I ~ntwebbr-owser(thes?ftware.which
for at least one year to separate retary of the T'reasury must act i. Advertfsing spending has ! IS used to communicate VIa the
this issue from the budget de- -- doing what is clearly legal i been rising steadily on both do- I Internet's World Wide Web.) The
bate and get it out beyond the and within the bounds of'pru- mestic and international Navigator currently holds a com-
election. That would end the risk dence -- to protect the' ground. The total dollar value manding 85% of the web browser
both for our credit and for fed- creditworthiness ofthe United! of U.S. advertising spending! market. Netscape figures state that
eral beneficiaries, and Ithink it States. We did what we needed rose 7.9% in 1994. According to i an estimated 15 to 20 million people
is important that we do exactly to do to avoid default. We com- Advertising Age's 40th annual use the Navigator software.
that. municated our intentions to report, advertising expendi- To further strengthen their grip
This debate began last year Congress clearly and well in ad- tures by the 100 Leading N a- on the Internet software market,
when some said that default was vance. Upon reaching the-end of tional Advertisers in 1994 hit Netscape has entered into strategic
an acceptable price for getting our options, we reported that to $42.7 billion, up 11.2%. More alliances with several companies,
the version of the budget they Congress as well. -recently, domestic sales should including Compaq, who agreed to
preferred enacted into law. That We have now reached a new have risen 6%, to $158 million, package Netscape's Secure Com-
kind of comment isn t being and, I hope, concluding chapter in 1995. According to The Wall merce Server software with all of
heard any more. That is because, in the debt limit debate, Street Journal, total U.S. ad- their servers that they ship, and
I believe, people have a better Congress has taken steps to vertising spending in 1996 is Sun Microsystems.
understanding of what is at protect this very important sym- e xp e cted to jump 7.8%, to However, many securities ana-
stake. In that sense, much has bol of our economy, our nation s $174.06 billion. National ad- lysts believe that the stock price of
been accomplished during this creditworthiness. I look forward vertising spending will rise 8.2% Netscape is overvalued, some be-
difficult period. to working with you, all of you, to $102.51 billion while local lieve by as much as three to four
A nation's finaneial reputa- so that we may make good on advertising is expected to in- I times the actual value. It is a topic
tion is an invaluable asset; its the Leaders commitment, to crease 7.2% to $71.54 billion. that is obviously a very sensitiveone
creditworthiness is a sacred pass and sign debt limit legisla- These estimates could prove to atNetscape. DuringaDecember30
trust. Our reputation has enor- tion acceptable to the be conservative, as actual ad- interview on the CNN Business
mous practical importance for President and Congress, and I vertising spending has exceeded News program, "Inside Business,"
.our country; it should not be then return to the hard but im- I industry projections over the I Andreessen refused to comment on
called into question,. it ought portant work of balancing the I p~st two years.· . the matter when asked. Combined
not be subject to uncertainty for budget"and raising the Iiving I International advertising with nunors swirling around the
any purpose.' We must honor' standards of our people. spending rose 7.2% iil'l'994. Glo- compan~reg3rdingpotential"sus-
interest and prrncipal. obliga-Updated February.Ld, 1996 bal advertising industry rev- piciouStrading"allegations by the
tions.iand we')leed.to~.·p:t:.~tect .~_~ .. ~~ enues shouldhave gr~nvp 6.6% ~ties.~4'~~hangeCom-
the trust' of Social Securrty re- to reach $341 bil'lion in 1995. miSsion (Netscape spokespeople
cipients, veterans, indigentchil- .Going forward, worldwide ad- flatly deny the rumor) and a ru--
dren, active duty military per- vertising spending on all media mored merger with online service
sonnel, civilian employees and should rise- between 6% and provider America Online,
government contractors -- in- 7.3%, to between $365 billion Netscape's recent stock price pat-
deed, everyone who counts on and $377 billion, in 1996. In, ternhasbeenvolatile. At thecloseof
the full faith and credit of the other words, at least $1 billion trading on February 16, Netscape
United States. should be spent on global adver- stock stood at 63 1/4 per share.
Nationalleaders regardless tising each day in 1996. Netscape's stockprice peakedat 174
of party have always acted to (87; post-spIit) in early December.
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or events to take place that would
allow us to see the character reac-
tions.
Nevertheless, "Nelly and Mon-
sieur Arnaud" is a film with excel-
lent acting performances, crisp di-
rection and an intelligent screen-
play. These elements compliment
each other to show a time in the
lives of two people with a subtle
brilliance that many of today's
movies, foreign and domestic, lack.
Lastly, the French sounds pretty
cool.
. "Nelly' and 'Monsieur Arnaud" .
will open in New York City on Fri-
day, April 12 at Lincoln Plaza.
one time there are thousands of
bands that have similar sounds but
I would argue that they are sound-
ing the same in hopes that they will
get signed. The cycle repeats ad
infinitum and launches us into a
state ofmusical stagnation. Greed,
pureand simple, has its grip on New
York City -radio and chances are
most of the country is in the same
sad musical state.
Whathappens now?Are there any
solutions? I have a couple. First,
members of alternative bands can
do the music loving public a favor
and start learning from- Kurt
Cobain's example, preferably start-
ing with his wife Courtney Love.
Unfortunately, cleaning up shotgun
blasts can get kind of messy. Sec-
ond, the public can pick up a Q-Tip,
clean the wax out of their ears and
stop listening to commercial radio.
Then maybe these programmerswill
get the hint. Lastly, if you are a
parent and your kid is going to pick
up an instrument, have the decency
to pay for their lessons until they
have a platinum album.
The stagnation will end when
people finally start demanding new
sounds and artists start delivering.
and at some times, completely stifl.
He allows the actors to act by using
long takes and it is a strategy that
works. Emmanuelle Beart and
Michel Serrault play their roles
with a' quiet passion and we are
made to feel the longings they each
have in them. For Nelly, it is for a
new and better life and for Arnaud .
a return to the glory of his past.
Theyare both at crossroads in their
lives and by the end ofthe film they
and the audience learn to appreci-
ate, if not, understand it.
Sautet's screenplay is a compila-
tion of scenes which move viewers
inch by inch closer to Nelly and
Arnaud's true characters. Agreater
understanding is achieved with
each scene and viewers are given
an opportunity to like them, which
is key in any film. The perfor-
mances ofBeart and Serrault take
this concept to another level.
If there is a negative aspect of
this film, it is the lack ofaction that
most American movie-goers have
come to expect every time they pay
$7 .50. Sautet has not made a trag-
edyormioutlairidisheomedy. There
is no violence or nude sex scenes.
. Thisisafilmabout 'realIifeand
Sautet never 'gives us an easy an-
swer. And while his approach
should be applauded, I couldn't help
feeling the film needed more action
boasts playing toclay's best music.
They were playing some dance tune
and followed that up with the Off-
spring. Luckily I had nothing to eat
so far so I couldn't even puke if I
wanted to. Then I just hit the seek
button and thought I· heard some-
thing good. By that time, however,
my ears were so numbed by the
same old sound flooding the air-
waves, I mistook static for a song.
What were the programmers of
these stations thinking? How could
the programmers for four New York
modem rockformats not realize that
they are all playing the same exact
mUSIC.
Who is to blame for this mess? As
far as I am concerned, everyone in-
volved in the music industry is; from
the record executives, station pro-
grammers, downtothe artists them-
selves. Let me try to set up this
paradigm. Band X innovates a
sound, gets signed, their debut al-
, bum goes triple platinum and their
'singles get plenty of airplay. Band
X's record companygets lotsofmoney
and so does the radio station due to
all the ad time it is selling. The
record company and stations both
want more bands that sound like
Band X. One may argue that at any
music category which contained
nothing new. I spotted the new Tori
Amos album but she just irritates
me to no end with her male bashing
new age bull. I honestly couldn'tfind
anything else where the vocalist
didn't sound like Eddie Vedder and
the band sounds like its from Se-
attle. Where does one go to try to
find new bands and new sounds? I
thought, "I know. Let me try flip-
ping on the radio."
With my search for new rock in-
complete and New York having four
rock channels on the FM radio dial,
I figured I was bound to find some-
thing there. I flipped from myoId
mainstay 102.7 (they were playing
The Cars .again) the place where
rock used to live, to 92.3 which re-
cently changed it's format tomodern
rock. Nothinghappeningthere. The
music is nowallcomputercontrolled.
There areno discjockeys thereat all,
just annoying recorded blurbs that
schmuck rantings about Lug jeans.
Getting desperate I tried 104.3,
New York's pure rock station. Not
only did I hear the same song that
was playing on 92.3, but I heard the
same damn jeans commercial.
Alright, so I decided to go to the
bottom of the pile to 100.3 which
dialogue is particularly interest-
ing in its development. Sautet
takes his characters from a normal
introductory conversation and
builds up its significance so subtly,
it is hard to realize at what point
this conversation becomes serious.
It is in that initial meeting that
Arnaud offers to pay Nelly's debts.
She refuses but later that evening
she tells Jerome she had accepted
the money and asks for a divorce.
The next day, Arnaud and Nelly
meet at the cafe where he gives her
the check, and offers her ajob typ-
ing his memoirs. During their time
together, we see how their rela-
tionship grows into a deep friend-
ship and how Nelly becomes Mon-
sieur Arnaud's obsession.
The most exquisite quality ofthis
film is its pace. Things seem to
happen to the characters at the
.speed of life. While many critics
feel motion pictures should be a
heightening of reality and there-
fore should move at an excelled, if
.nct different pace, Sautet never
alters his style. In fact, he believes
film "is chiefly a means ofpersonal
expression and of focusing on hu-
mam"fji." Whetlier you agree com-
pletelywithhis perspective, he ful-
fills his own idea of film-making
with this picture.
Sautet's camera is slow moving
By Manny Rodriguez
With this week's announcement
of the Academy Awards nomina-
. ,
tions, much attention will be placed
on the films and performances
'mentioned for honors. However,
many movie fans, including my-
self, tend to overlook foreign films
as quality motion pictures. The
fact that the Italian film "The Post-
man (II Postino)" garnered five
nominations hopefully will change
our perceptions of films from
'abroad. Today's increasing em-
phasis on foreign films is showing
the degree of excellence that non-
American films have to offer.
"Nelly and Monsieur Arnaud" is
a French film, written and directed
by veteran film-maker, Claude
Sautet. Critically acclaimed in
France, this film has been nomi-
nated for 11 Cesar Awards (the
French version of theOscars),
Set in Paris, 25 year-old Nelly
(played by Emmanuelle Beart)
struggles to pay the bills while
.working numerous odd jobs. Her
deadbeat husband Jerome(played
by Charles Berling) stays home
and watches TV. One day in a cafe,
Nelly is introduc'edtO:-Monsleur
Arnaud (actor Michel Serrault) by
her friend -Iacquel'irte (actress
Claire Nadeau). This scene is one
of the strongest of the film as the
•••••••••• _.~ •• ~ ••• + ••••••••••••••••••• _.~ •••••••••••• ·.~ •••'··.···,····· ••••••••• 9-~.~_•••••.. ~_ .•. _.
Is Quality Modern Rock A Thing OfThe Past?
"Th n ". " T\~' • . G'~~~. e Postman· liversyNominations
By Anthony Gregory
It was last Sunday that I woke
up with my ears aching to hear
some new music. I rolled out to the
local Nobody Beats The Wiz and
had the most unusual experience
that I've ever had there. I was
there for anhour, first calmlycheck-
ing out the new release wall. Then
'{checked the top 100. Then break-
ing out in a sweat, I ran back to the
new release section...then back
again to the top 100. Then, just
before I was about to go postal, I
decided to leave; defeated and
empty handed. For the first time I
walked out of a music store with-
out buying anything. Has the in-
evitable finally happened? Is origi-
nal music a thing of the past?
I could have walked out of there
with something to fill my collection
from the sound savers section but
isn't that what BMG or Columbia
House is for? At a dozen CDs for a
penny, you can't beat those prices.
I wanted something new, some-
thing different. So after franti-
cally scanning the new release sec-
tion three times and desperately
picking my way through the flood,
,of alterna-clones, I was left with
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Mobb Deep, Bahamadia, and oth-
ers. Definitely well worth the 8
bucks Sincere charged me.
-Edward Rodriguez
sity to being a great MC. Lord fame to the east coast with "Enter
Jamar's uncompromising revolu- the Wu-tang (36 Chambers)" in
tionary anger, Grand Puba's 1993. By re-emerging after past
raunchy freestyles, binded to- setbacks and blowing up the spot
getherwithSadatX'sb-boy"ceelo" they proved east coast rap never
style revolirtionizedhardcore rap really died. The unique flows,
with their 5 percenter theme of styles, and music coming from so
street morality. many angles made it an instant
Cypress Hill: First off, their handbook for wannabe rough-
platinum success paved the way necks. Virtually the entire un-
for the signing of underground derground scene is filled with new
Latino MC"s. Second, their jacks who have bitten the musi-
gangsta lyrics, based on their re- cal vibe that the RZA created.
ality, represented Latinos who Nas: Nas Escobar, the best
have lived the life for decades new MC ofthe mid-'90's, literally
coast to coast. Their biggest in- forced the competition back to the
fluence, however, is that their lab with his classic debut
obsession with marijuana told a "Illmatic". Excellent MC's from'
part of urban life that all smok- Fat Joe to Mic Geronimo worked
ing and non-smoking ghetto much harder to be on his level.
dwellers experience. Everysingle Nas' well chronicled stories, in-
rapper that talks about weed has tricately laced metaphors, and
inhaled fumes from the Hill. complex street slang changed.
EPMD: The foundation of the hardcore rap. Instead of under-
classic Hit Squad, they bridge the ground Me's trying to be igno-
gap between Run DMC and rant gangstas, they strived to be
today's great MC duos. Their ghetto griots.
hardcore, rags to riches theme Honorable mention includes
showed how to be a perfect com- Kool G Rap and 2Pac who influ-
pliment to your partner and be enced hardcore and gangsta/playa
totallyunique and identifiable at lyrics greatly. C.L. Smooth
the same time. rhyming over Pete Rock beats
Redman: He's the James made the perfect combination of
Brown/Curtis Mayfield of rap. high hats and metaphors Me's
Reggie Noble is a crazy soul toon . strive for. Also worthyis De La
with lyrics packed with double Soul for their ability to reflect
metaphors: No otherMChasbeen the lighter side ofghetto lifewith-
quite able to be so comical and out .los i ng touch' with the
enjoyable and represent their hardcore. Public Enemy has
peoples with deeply hidden meta- always had considerable influence
phorical commentary. Redman's and is surely deserving of a spot
songs are like and episode ofThe on this list.
Simpsons. The young kids laugh Who are .your favorite Me's?
at the silly gags while older lis- Most influential? Send responses,
teners laugh at his biting com- comments and questions to The
mentary of ghetto life. Ticker.
Wu-tang Clan: These eight
well traveled MC's brought back
tapes mass appeal and DJ's like
Doo Wop, Mister Cee, Craig G
and S&S have had substantial
sales success. DJSmooth's mix
tape has a lot ofR&B and appears
to be wack at first glance. The
total opposite is true. DJ Smooth
and DJ Sincere bring a freshness
and variety to mix tapes with their
creative experimentation on the
wheels of steel. They blend R&B
songs with rap instrumentals that
seem extremely odd matches at
first (ex: Janet Jackson's "Let's
Wait Awhile-: with Mobb Deep's
"Eye For An Eye') but blend well
almost every time. Sincere and
.Smooth clearly have DJ talent.
Their only fault is what should be .
expected. Sometimes, in blend-
ing, the rap instrumentals drown
out the singing, and today's R&B
is sometimes boring.
However, this mix tape is ex-
tremely enjoyable, fun and has
.new, underground tracks from
•
ffip-Hop Editorial By Edward Rodriguez
also sings-on the Fugees' version of
Bob Marley's "No Woman, No Cry."
Wyclef continues to astound with
clever lyrics and great timing. Pras,
the .third member, gets the least
amount of time on the mike, but
provides a pivotal role as he enters
many ofthe tracks and changes the
feel with his deep baritone and con-
scious lyrics. Together, Fugeescome
withgreatselfproducedtracks, push-
ing hip-hop to -new levels With the
score well in their favor. They are





Albllm : (Self titled)
La~el: (Inde~ndent)
Hip-hop mix tapes in the last
year have been flooded with R&B
singing over hard breakbeats.




"You heard Criminal Minded
and bit the whole sh*t... »
-KRS-One (Boogie Down Pro-
ductions), "We In There""
"Back in the days' I used to lis-
ten to ... »»
-Wyclef of the Fugees -
"Vocab"
The Fugees' first album "Blunted
On Reality," had all the elements of
.il tight hip hop LP: three ~C's who
were versatile, intelligent, and
backed by decent tracks. However,
the beats didn't match their mike
styles, and like mostgroups that are
different arid not well received, the
Fugees looked like they would be
gone. Salaam ReIDi, who produced
the first single"Fu-gee-La", remixed
"Nappy Headz" and. people finally
opened their eyes to the Refugee
Camp. With "The Score" it is now
certain that Lauryn Hill may be the
most versatile MC (male or female)
to bless the mike. She can spit lyrics
withanyoneyetneverlosesherfemi-
nine essence, which most female
MC's fail to do. ,La~ even dis-
plays her fine singing talents on





































Tbe Bon ViLla Offerd
• Oceanfront Rooms with
Efficiency
• Balcony Rooms with
Efficiency
• 2 Pools - Cable TV
Student Spring Special S1100


















































Do any ofyou get a nasty taste in your mouth when you see the new Masthead?? Well I do arid now I have been given
the opportunity to change mine!! Here are a few potential Mastheads if you like them, let-me know. Ifyou think that
they are just as bad as the original one, make up 'your own and submit it in.
By Eric Wright he was dominating), and Tom Xavier. The Statesmen got off be more wrong. The Knicks
Don't blink, but baseball sea- Seaver for the majority of therr to a hot start led by conference traded in their team chemistry (
son will soon be upon us. Base- careers. It is only too obvious in MVP Sean McGee (16 points, 15 whatever there was left of it) for
ball has received a major over- some cases that certain players rebounds) whom has been basically 8 million dollars of
haul since 1993. In a matter of weren't made to play in the other greatly publicized in newspa- salary cap. If there is a bright
3 years, we went from tradi- league (see Mark Davis- 19189 pers and TV shows, and CUNY spot to all of this, is the fact that
tional baseball with an occasion- Cy Young winner- was traded rookie of the year Joe Liberato Lohaus is now their second best
ally exciting pennant race, to a from, San Diego to Kansas City ,(12 points, 14 rebounds) and three point shooting guard.
baseball strike which desiccated and the last strike that he threw built a 14 point lead by the half. Willie Anderson is the tall shoot-
the game. Wild card berths was in bowling). Should Greg The Hawks tried to make a run ing guard that they have been
which gave new excitement, Maddux win a Cy Young in 1997, in the second half, but the fine looking for, but what good is he
then the Yankees made the play- he could assert himself as one of defensive play of Coach Ray if he is never has a chance to
.offs, if all of that wasn't enough , the greatest pitchers ever since Rankfs' three guard rotation of mesh with the team.
we now have the concept of he will have conquer players like Carl Kolanzo, -Ichn Percodani, Who is their backup center?
Interleague Play! This is an Mo .Vaughn, ·Tino Martinez, and Scott Holloway, limited the As I recall Charles Oakley is
idea that many of us have Wade Boggs, Cal Ripken, and Hunter star back court of out for a couple of weeks and
dreamed about over the years. all the homerun hitters on the Marvin Patterson and Nick that means major minutes for
The owner's are licking their Tigers. Plevritis to a total of 16 points Ewing and Reid. Lohaus is 6'io"
lips now for the first time in The only major problem that I on 23% shooting accuracy:~,. but it's hard to rebound when
years. see with Interleague play is that The next team that Baruch 'you spend -all of your time
With increased fan support, the teams will probably lose has to play is Staten Island, around the perimeter. Victor
the stadiums will be packed. some of their important inter- which beat the Statesmen by Alexander is now on the injured
Fans now have the opportunity division games which makes the sixon Valentine's Day. The good list where he has spent the en-
to see some of their fabled games that they play even more news is that the last time the tire season. Don Nelson now
"dream matchups." -F'or ex- important because it's hard to Statesmen played CSI in a tour- has a replica ofhis Golden State
ample, The Mets vs.The Yan- gain ground -in your dIVISIon nament, they came 'back from Warriors, team speed with little
kees, Ang~ls.y!:..»,odg8Ts,'.etc. whenyoure playing a diffe-rent ' behind to beat them. Good luck height.
In my opmfofi, thebig reason league.._>~. '-' Statesmen! One last point of interest: the
why this is a plus is that it will With the regular season end- It seems that the Knick's are Knicks have three draft picks, 8
clarify the d orn inance of 'ing at a-Ioss in.Staten Island, trading players as if they were million dollars in potential free
~aa:;b:~~~~+:a~~~~4<!!,'~~il~o:~~,,,t':19C;J~inroh(~e;:;iI\i:~l)s~. :~tf:orh: ~~c~~e;:~~~:~ I~~
, answered' conce-rning -So'm~" 'of" 'meift:-'ln~rtle -first-ro'lJIi'o'oflh-e- -..-MOnte~n'jariis':l)oug"Chrisfe, -'the1i-'prl'ae""; trade'up' far"better
the greatest players ever. Like tournament the Statesmen, and Charles Smith) for 'a 1985 draft position and get an impact
.~ould George Brett or Robin found themselves matched up Buick (Brad Lohaus, J.R.Reid, player through free agency with
Yount have gotten 3,000 hits if against their arch rivals, the Victor Alexander, and Willie their 8 million because for some
they had faced the likes of Steve Hawks of Hunter which beat Anderson) in hopes that it will of those players they are running
Carlton, Dwight Gooden (when them in their first meeting at be more reliable. 'They couldn't out of "wait till next year!"
1. Jim Harbaugh
2. Micklas Anderson
3. Iva Majoli dArantxa SanchezVicaro
4. White Sox
5. Wisconsin Badgers
1. How many times has Dale
Earnhardt lost Daytona 500?
2. Wich NFL team Is-being
sued by their host city?
3. Who won the Caribbrean
Classic of golf?













































All Women's Basketball Home games are held on the 6th
Floor Gym in the 23rd st Building
All Men's Basketball Home games are held at Xavier High
School located at 16th st and 5th Ave





19-23 CUNY Athletic Tournamnet Site to be announced*
Women's Basketball
EdJruary
16-17 Hudson Valley Championship
CUNY Championships
All times, dates and locations are subject to
change. Please contact the Health and Physical
Education Departments for any possible changes.
Times'and sites orTournaments can be obtained by reaching the
























Do any of you get a nasty taste in your mouth when you see the new Masthead?? Well I do and now I have been given
the opportunity to change mine!! Here are a few potential Mastheads if you like them, let me know. If you think that




with the sudden revival of this
team, is the quest to find a coach
that will be able to lead the valiant
players into victory. A candidate
out of Ohio State is being consid-
ered, but there are no sure things
at this moment and time! Timing
also serves a factor in the dilem-
mas of Statesmen Soccer. Since
the team was just recently rein-
stated, the amount of games that
will be played are very likely to- be
reduced since all other colleges
have prepared their schedules
months ago..
The main and most co~erning
problem that faces not only the
Baruch Soccer team, but all of
CUNY, is the threatoffurtherbud-
get cuts to our educational institu-
tions~ Physical education and ath-
letic teams all over CUNY have
been '. affected -drastiealiy and
mercilessly, and it seems as if




.supportive-of the· athletic pr-e-
grams, but as a time ofpinching
the seheols' Walletis forced upon
us again, it is' hard to predict
exactly how suppeetive the ad..
ministration will become, At
least Baruch has the have the-
team for one more semester.
lems. One- main problem was
how to finance the team.
Dr. Eng told The Ticker that a
request to the Adjunct-depart-
ment had been placed by profes-
sor DiMartino for additional








re c e i v i n g
funding.















summer courses, which is the
primary reason for Baruch be-
ing able to purchase a brand
new Paramount exercise ma-
chine for our school gym.
Another problem which arises
the highest amount of interest
among studentathletes, it failed
to be reinstated because of the
difficulty to create a season of
competition, since many other
schools don't have archery
teams. The reason other schools
don't have archery
teams is because Ar-
chery is not a sanc-





to be reinstated for
one very simple rea-
son, the lack of inter-
est among the Baruch
community for this
sport. Because of this










sport in the past seasons was
the only logical sport left to
choose.
Now that the problem ofwhich
team to reinstate had been re-
solved, there arose other prob-
-~BY -Jeovarmi Andino
After being suspended for a
semester due to massive budget
cuts within the CUNY system,
the newly merged Education
department and Physical Edu-
cation department at Baruch
College has decided to reinstate
one of the three suspended ath-
letic teams. Effective immedi-
ately, the Statesmen will also
compete in the world of Soccer
Last semester, when~ataki
axed millions ofdollars from the
CUNY budget, Baruch, like
other colleges, had to find a way
to minimize expenses. One of
the main areas that was tar-
geted as an area of reduction
was the adjunct budget, from
which many of the adjunct pro-
fessors received there salary.
This was also the- source of
capital from which many of the
athletic team's coach salaries
and team expenses were paid.
The result of this cut was the
indefinite suspension of three
athletic teams: thesoeeer team,
the archery team and the men's
fencing team.
After careful consideration
and deliberation, Athletic Di-
rector Dr. Eng and his col-
leagues made a decision on
whi~h teams to reinstate. Al-
though the Archery team had
... ,
but if there had been people like
these two athletes whom have so. .
muchinfluenceonyoungpeople,they
wouldn't be in the situation there
are in know-facing certain death
and misery,
By Marlon Del-Valle
First Strawberry goes to re-
habilitation for substance
abuse, then Magic retires be-
cause he acquired the HIV vi-
rus. Now young and rising box-
ing star Tommy Morrison is
KO~d out of the rink forever by
the same disease that forced
Magic away from the game
which he loved and made his
livelihood from. It seems as if
professional athletes today feel
that they are not subject to the
ills of the rest of mankind.
In this day and age where even
the most pleasurable activities
like sex proves to be fatal if not
thought about properly, it still
amazes me how there are many
people who are ignorant on how
to protect themselves. How does
this look corning from a profes-:
sional athlete whom is supposed human also and they obtain the
to be role models for many up right to make mistakes. But
and coming young athletes? how could the players have con-
Despite the fact that athletes tinued to play within their sport
may not want the burden of be- and not knowing themselves
ing role models to many young that they had a fatal disease
people around the world, it is that could be easily transmit-
inevitable. The wide world of ted to another athlete in their
sports informally mandates you fields. I mean, boxing is not
to set an example to all of those boxing without blood. Why did
who follow your career and wish it take the State ofNew York to
that someday they could bejust make blood tests mandatory?
like you! _ How long will it take other
What kind of model does this states to implement these tests?
set for young people who have These athletes have nonethe-
looked up to Magic and less accepted their tragedies and
Morrison? What does this tell have taken a turn for the better.
you about the knowledge that Magic along with Morrison will
these men posses about a dis- go about trying to educate-young
ease that is plaguing the youths athletes and non athletes on how
of America today? to avoid this irreversible mis-
Perhaps I am being too rash!! take. Is it a means of trying to
I mean; these men are merely.. escape their own sorrow? ~,,' .
• ": ' '~," . LoiIiM~~~~iIIliioiI
